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1: How Africa Plantation Capital Seeks to ease Investment in Agroforestry
Nils von Schmidt, a Hamburg-based portfolio manager at Aquila Capital, which has made â‚¬ million of timberland
investments, agrees that investing in forestry can be sustainable - providing it is done correctly.

Find Free WordPress Themes and plugins. Popular as Kosta, the expert valuer is here to establish a brand
name while creating a strong network and stemming out challenges currently faced by the global timber and
biomass industries. Mr Kosta Kioleoglou is behind the driving seat of Africa Plantation Capital, a division of
the APC group that was initially incorporated in as private entity. APC group which is the mother company,
though, has been operating successfully for the last 15 years and currently has under management over
plantations spread in countries such as Thailand, Sri Lanka, India, Malaysia, the US and now Kenya. Several
months later, the firm has gathered more steam with the agro forestry player already looking for more land in
order to proceed to phase two. So far, it has acquired acres of land and has reserved another acres strategically
sitting between the port of Mombasa and the port of Lamu. Supported by a multiple option road network
together with the ongoing construction of new railway line, the location is expected to provide the ideal
requirements for easy and low cost export of products. The next step is to see the company growing more,
going to second phase. Hopefully, by year five we will have set up 5, acres as initially targeted. And here in
Kenya, the first step will be to process bamboo fibre. The second step is to produce some textile and finally
support our own line of Bootex. It is a personal goal to make sure that we manage to set up a local processing
facility not only for bamboo fibre but also for other products. In the case of bamboo, it is a species that has
been identified as one of the most sustainable presenting a wide range of potentially lucrative commercial
opportunities. We all know very well that this is an amazing country when it comes to growing anything. The
soil is good, very good climateâ€¦ Basically we are setting up plantations, and doing everything. Large-scale
projects in Kenya are usually successful â€” try to picture Del monte and Delamere â€” major investments will
more likely pay off. If you start a project the risk involved is important. You have to see what are the real
expectations when starting. So what you can expect from a bamboo plantation or any agroforestry project is
secure good income. It can provide good income from year five, and I am talking about a good steady income.
As a highly renewable resource with properties similar to that of timber, bamboo can support green economic
development thereby contributing to major national development goals such as Vision If bamboo has been
growing in the wild for 30 years â€” Arabuko-sokoke forest is a good example â€” what it means is that a
project started on the same is truly based on data. Kefri has been growing and conducting research on bamboo
since What we believe is that large scale projects give the benefit of the economy of scales keeping the costs
low and maximizing the productivity of our projects. And because the global demand for the clothing industry
is growing day by day, the business becomes lucrative over time. With ready existing market in Europe APC
is working on a pilot project to see how value products for the local market can be created and things are
looking up with accolades to show for it. In the less than 12 months of operations, the company has employed
over people; about 90 people are permanently employed and an average of 70 people working as casuals on a
weekly basis. The firm is still expanding so much that by the end of it plans to set base in Kisumu and Thika
towns, as a way of reaching grassroots. Having international expertise, Kosta says, does not guarantee success
believing that local expertise will never go wrong. But a mid the opportunities are dark clouds with the biggest
challenge being the experience of buying the first piece of land. Did you find apk for android? You can find
new Free Android Games and apps.
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2: JP Forestry Investments | JP Forestry Investments | Best Investments | Timber Investments
Whilst most agriculture and forestry investments are only being conducted on a large scale, as they are difficult to
structure and manage for the average investor, JP Capital Forestry has been successful in creating a unique and
tailor-made product, perfectly suited for the individual investor seeking a sensible diversification of his portfolio.

Share Ever consider buying trees to enhance your investment portfolio? Over the years, timber investments are
gaining interest from both institutional and retail investors for their diversification and inflation hedging
characteristics, and as a sound alternative to stocks and bonds. The relatively inefficient timber market is
continually evolving, creating new opportunities for investors to allocate capital for both income and
appreciation. In addition, in , the management of timberland is steadily moving from manufacturers of
timber-related products to timber management organizations that have the technical and market knowledge to
maximize yield, increase transparency and enhance investor return. Alternative Assets For Average Investors
explains how investments in non-financial assets can help diversify your portfolio. Fundamental Market
Change Since the early s, a fundamental change in the ownership of commercial timberlands has occurred.
Major manufacturers of timber-related products have historically owned timberlands to ensure access to the
supply of trees. Increasingly, these companies are divesting their tree stock, and the associated management
and farming issues, by selling it to investors and management companies with the financial and forest
management knowledge to maximize production. Manufacturers can ensure access to supply by entering into
supply contracts with owners. These supply contracts are usually made at pre-negotiated prices, allowing
manufacturers to hedge movements and volatility in timber prices. Public and private pension funds funds,
private equity investments in limited partnerships LP , commingled funds and insurance company separate
accounts have all invested in timberland. This trend is expected to accelerate as more of the available
timberland transfers from forest products companies, increasing the number of investment products and
making the market more liquid and efficient. These fundamental market changes are creating a more robust
futures and derivatives market in timber and in ancillary investments, including those based on supply
contracts. The cash flow characteristics of timber are very similar to those of zero-coupon bonds in that
investors must wait a number of years for the investment to "mature". The tree is planted and depending on the
type - soft woods, such as pine, or hard wood, such as cherry oak or maple - it is harvested within 15 to 30
years, providing income and appreciation when it is sold. Portfolio managers provide diversification,
manageable cash flows and dividends by buying tracts of land with differing harvest maturities. Because the
trees are all planted at the same time in "stands", maturity diversification can be accomplished within a single
investment. Due to the various uses of wood, investment managers can also choose to cut early if doing so
provides financial opportunity. Unlike lumber products, products such as pulp wood for paper do not require
mature trees. In periods where pulp prices are more favorable than lumber prices, lumber managers can take
advantage by harvesting early and replanting. The differing uses of wood also allow investment managers to
insulate investments from downturns in adversely affected markets. When housing starts are low due to
problems in the real estate markets, for example, managers can sell more timber to paper companies or other
forest product companies. The use of supply contracts helps investment managers hedge price movements
when they predict future price volatility. These differing uses of timber at different points and prices on the
maturity scale create a yield curve for the timber stock. Investors can follow strategies along the yield curve
for lumber products to maximize return. The continual transfer of timberlands into the hands of investors
managed by Timber Investment Management Organizations TIMOs is providing increased opportunity for
investors. These TIMOs employ experts in forestry management as well as research analysts and market
experts who can design and execute the appropriate investment strategy. In addition to wealth-building
opportunities created by market changes, there are a number of other reasons to consider adding timber to a
portfolio. The demand for timber is increasing. As of , the demand for timber has been increasing as
forest-related product development grows. Even paper recycling efforts have had little effect on demand, and
according to the Society Of American Foresters, every American consumes a ft. Timber is an inflation hedge.
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Timber increases in value "on the stump" at a greater rate than inflation. Timber returns beat stocks. This
excess in return was also provided with less volatility as shown by the Sharpe ratios for the same period 1. To
learn more about this ratio, see Understanding The Sharpe Ratio. Timber has low correlation to other asset
classes. Commercial timberland prices are impacted by a different set of market and economic factors than
other asset classes. Because prices are not affected by the same factors, timber returns are not correlated to
returns of other asset classes, such as stocks , bonds and real estate. The addition of a low correlation
timberland asset will increase the diversification of an investment portfolio. The NCREIF Timberland Index
returns from through showed moderate to weak correlation against equity and fixed-income indexes and a
negative correlation to real estate. For more insight on asset class, read Diversification: Investment in land as
an appreciating asset. Although the land necessary to grow timber stock can be leased, the majority of timber
investors purchase the land. The land supply is limited and demand continues to grow as the population and
commercial development expands. Depending on location, some property can be targeted as "higher and better
use" land that can be sold to developers at a premium, providing additional appreciation benefits for timber
owners. The collapse of markets that require timber as inputs looms as a potential risk. However, timberland is
a natural warehouse where stock can be stored on the stump until markets and demand rebound. While natural
disasters, such as unfavorable weather and fire can also reduce stock, even events such as the Mount St.
Helens eruption in did not wipe out investors. Damaged stock was still valuable and was sold to lumber and
paper companies, then replanted for future profit. Investment Options Retail investors have several ways to
invest in timber. Direct investment is probably too expensive for the average investor. Timber ETFs are a
relatively new, less expensive investment option. In November , Claymore Securities announced the launch of
the first U. CUT tracks the Clear Global Timber Index, which includes companies that own or manage
forested land and harvest the timber for use and sale of wood-based products, such as lumber, pulp and paper
products. Any component in the index cannot exceed 4. You can also investigate several timber stocks,
including Deltic Timber Corp. In addition to being an excellent portfolio diversifier and inflation hedge,
timberland makes a good investment because its returns are equal to or better than other asset classes. Trading
Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email series that will teach you how to start investing.
Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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3: Investment manager | The Forest Company
To work out any capital gain or capital loss, the cost base or reduced cost base of your forestry interest increases by this
amount. Example Sale of a forestry interest in an FMIS Julian is a subsequent participant who sold his forestry interest
on 30 May at the market value of $20,

Asia Plantation Capital works sensitively with regional neighborhoods to offer much required financial
investment, along with cultural and social assistance, in order to prevent logging and prohibited logging
activities. We enjoy to keep in mind that residents utilized by Asia Plantation Capital are effectively dealt with
and supplied with significant chances to enhance their financial potential customers in manner ins which
safeguard and nurture the environments where they live. Developed formally in although running
independently because the group now has plantation and farming jobs on 4 continents, with functional tasks at
different phases in Thailand, Malaysia, China, Laos, India, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Vietnam, North
America and Europe. Part of the Asia Plantation Capital Group, Asia Plantation Capital APC likewise acts as
plantation and farming supervisors and consultants to numerous Private Equity Funds that concentrate on the
forestry, farming, and renewable resource financial investment sectors. These operations vary from task
examination and plantation management, through to forestry item distribution. APC highly relates to business
duty as not merely having to do with protecting revenues for financiers and investors, however likewise about
contributing favorably to society and the environment. From the start to the end of the procedure, APC takes
certain procedures when obtaining plantations, and thoroughly develops each succeeding phase to make sure
sustainability. At each stageâ€” from preliminary plantation stock and land option, to the inoculation methods
and end processingâ€” systems have actually undergone strenuous clinical analysis and evaluation. The
business is dedicated to research study and advancement, and is continuously establishing and boosting
innovations and methods to broaden the development of the Aquilaria tree, bamboo, teak and other
agroforestry tasks in an eco-friendly way. To attain this, Asia Plantation Capital has actually developed a
global Board of Scientific Research Advisors, consisted of professionals in the field, and amassed from
leading universities. All Aquilaria trees are collected through a procedure that guarantees sustainability, and
offered to the global market with CITES accreditation, to show that the crop is grown, collected and
transferred in a sustainable and ethical way. The business perseveres in promoting using licensed wood and
accredited wood items as the very best method which to avoid logging, safeguard biodiversity and battle
poverty in the jungle areas. Asia Plantation Capital is presently working carefully with the stated farmer, to
reestablish the tree to the island in higher numbers, and to guarantee that it is grown and gathered in a
sustainable way. Staff members work 8-hour days, and delight in adequate pause, and in Sri Lanka for
instance , personnel and their households are supplied with totally free land on which to grow their own crops.
Asia Plantation Capital likewise funds staff members in the purchase of their own houses, or in the updating of
their existing cottage. A regulated system of intercropping on plantations is used, guaranteeing that trees are
offered with cover and security throughout the early years, by the crops that are grown in between them. All
surplus food crops are offered in the regional markets, supplying additional earnings for plantation employees.
Asia Plantation Capital likewise actively takes part in developing the neighborhoods where it runs, by
supporting regional education with the arrangement of instructional products, and by purchasing cultural
facilities and other crucial tasks created to improve the lifestyle in those neighborhoods. Asia Plantation
Capital APC is the owner and operator of a varied variety of office plantation and farming companies
throughout the Asia-Pacific area and around the world, and is part of the Asia Plantation Capital Group of
associated business. Developed formally in although running independently because the group now has
plantation and farming jobs on 4 continents, with functional jobs at different phases in Thailand, Malaysia,
China, Laos, India, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Vietnam, North America and Europe. Promoting using
qualified and sustainable wood is the very best method of avoiding logging, securing biodiversity, and fighting
poverty in the tropical jungle areas. For the yacht sector a significant user of teak which pursues quality and
which is currently associated with ecological efforts, this is likewise a method of making sure that no wood
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from prohibited logging is made use of.
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4: Capital Investment Companies
Wendy is responsible for client-related research, special projects, and outreach with conservation partners. Wendy is
trained as a lawyer, with 25+ years of experience in finance, taxation, estate planning, and nonprofit law and serves as
counsel to US Forest Capital on its own legal matters.

And one increasingly popular asset class to which a sustainable investor can look for returns is forestry. Plus,
one of the principal attractions of trees is that they can be expected to keep growing regardless of the
macro-economic conditions. Investments in timberland also benefit from land ownership, which can increase
in value, helping to boost returns. The companies hope to work together to "expand Japanese institutional
investment in the forestry sector". It expects this to double over the next 10 or 20 years, meaning that
institutions will control about a quarter of all timber supply. While North America, Australia and New Zealand
will remain the strongholds for forestry investment, it expects to see growth from emerging markets.
Christoph Butz, a co-manager of Pictet Timber, which claims to be the only actively managed fund investing
in listed timberland equities worldwide, believes that now is " a very attractive time " to invest in forestry. The
main potential driver of returns is the recovering US housing market, Butz says, as this will continue to boost
demand for lumber from North American forests, a market in which supply has been constrained by beetle
infestations in some Canadian forests. Admittedly, the asset class has its drawbacks, including lack of
liquidity, and the risk of natural hazards such as fire or beetle infestations. But what is sustainable forestry?
Or, to put it another way, how can chopping down trees be good for the planet? There are two main
sustainability standards that are globally accepted by investors, argues Marko Katila, a senior advisor at
Finland-based Dasos Capital, which advises two sustainable forestry funds, whose investors include Finnish
and other European pension funds, endowments and family offices. Investors are increasingly asking asset
managers to demonstrate that their operations are sustainable, he says. This push towards certification is also
being seen by the PEFC, which says million hectares of forests are certified to its sustainability benchmarks.
The scheme is seeing strong growth in Asia, where two years ago it endorsed standards for the Chinese
market, says its head of communications, Thorsten Arndt. But finding the right people [on the ground] is key.
The deal is split into two: DNB was lead manager on the transaction, which will be listed on the dedicated
green bond segment of the Stockholm stock exchange. Click here to read more The Paris climate agreement in
December is expected to have no immediate impact on commercial forestry markets. However, in the longer
term it could bode well for sustainable forestry as an asset class, as it sends a clear signal to investors that in
the long-term the economy is moving towards decarbonisation. Therefore, using timber to build houses
effectively keeps carbon out of the atmosphere, potentially for centuries, making it a sustainable material. As
countries begin to ramp up their efforts to shift towards a low-carbon economy, perhaps by introducing carbon
taxes or emissions trading systems that put a price on carbon, this could boost the value of forestry
investments. Currently, carbon credits from projects that reduce emissions from deforestation and forest
degradation REDD have limited value because the credits are not accepted by many emissions trading
systems. But forestry is already permitted in some emissions trading systems and others could follow suit. The
biggest deal in the California carbon market took place last year, when Encourage Capital sold 4. One
company that thinks REDD credits offer an attractive opportunity is Permian Global, which specialises in
tropical rainforest investments. Rather than logging the forests, the asset manager, which has secured funding
from two family offices, aims to make a return through selling REDD credits to companies that choose to
voluntarily offset their emissions. He concedes that making money out of REDD-based credits is difficult, but
argues that "properly managed" REDD forest projects can offer competitive financial returns versus similar
alternative asset investments, while delivering environmental and social co-benefits. And he argues that, if
climate change is to be limited to 1. Another way in which countries may seek to meet their emissions
reductions targets under the Paris agreement is by converting carbon-intensive coal-fired power stations to
burn woody biomass. Interestingly, the proposed legislation mentions sustainability and verification
requirements. The growing interest in sustainable woody biomass will increase demand for forest products and
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could help to boost prices. However, woody biomass is criticised by some environmentalists who argue that it
takes decades for the forests to regrow and recapture the carbon emitted through burning the wood. The
transportation of wood over long distances adds to concerns about net emissions. They also fear that, in some
cases, old forests are being chopped down to meet demand for woody biomass, which is then replaced with
plantations, resulting in a loss of biodiversity. A further criticism levelled at the woody biomass industry is
that other users of wood fibre, such as the paper industry, will be forced to look further afield for raw
materials, perhaps in developing countries where legislations are more lax, causing primary forests to be cut
down. He points to the work of the Sustainable Biomass Partnership, an initiative from European utilities to
develop sustainability standards for biomass. Another big trend that has the potential to impact timberland is
that concepts about forestry are evolving to incorporate definitions of sustainable land use more broadly,
including so-called agro-forestry, in which forests are combined with crops. Despite the small size of many of
these investments, there are signs that some major institutional investors are beginning to consider them. Gradt
says the investments with Althelia offer "competitive" risk-adjusted returns. He describes the involvement
with Althelia as "a door opener", and expects Axa IM to invest increasing sums into agro-forestry and
potentially "classical forestry" in coming years. New Forests also sees growing interest from institutions. For
more information, speaking enquires and sponsorship opportunities please email tommaso.
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5: Lake States Region Capital Investments: Reason for Optimism
M EET O UR T EAM. Richard Bryant is a co-founder of the Capital Investment Companies and has served as an
executive officer and principal of the companies since He has been in the financial services industry since and
graduated from NC State with a BA in Business Management.

Timber investments by Aquila Capital Investment strategy Investment strategy Investments in timber are
particularly attractive to investors looking for a low overall risk. Since institutional timber investments were
first made available in the United States at the beginning of the s, the volume invested in this asset class has
risen steadily. The use of timber is as old as humanity and is as versatile as technological advances allow. The
main causes for this development are conversion to agriculture land, unsustainable timber management or
major infrastructure projects such as dam building, urban development and road construction. The expansion
of timber requires land as well as time for tree growth. On the other hand, the world population is growing
rapidly and is changing its land-use requirements. This means that the per capita consumption of timber has
often increased with the economic development of a country. At the same time, the demands on forests are
changing, with the result that, for example, protection and recovery aspects are of increasing importance,
which in turn leads to fewer forested areas being available solely for timber production. One might suspect
that with such strong drivers, proactive management could make only a minor contribution towards the
success of a timber investment. In fact, the value and profit drivers of a timber investment are numerous. The
focus tends to fall upon timber growth and rising timber and land prices. Proactive management, however, is
in fact of great significance, since this is the only method of ensuring optimum tree growth and that the
harvested timber as well as the timber asset itself at the time of exit can be sold at the best prices. Team and
track record Team and track record Aquila Capital launched its first timber fund in and has been investing in
timber projects since then, primarily in Europe, Oceania and South America. Our timber experts have more
than twenty years of experience in timber investing worldwide. Their expertise includes the consultancy,
evaluation and the management of timber. The team has established access to investment opportunities,
market information and renowned timber managers. Nils joined the firm in and is responsible for the deal
sourcing and the transactions of the asset class timber as well as the operational optimization and economic
management of the investments during their lifetime cycle. He has more than twelve years of on-the-ground
experience in evaluating, advising and managing agricultural and forestry projects in more than 20 countries
on five continents. Renk is responsible for the asset management of timber investments during the term. In
addition to his studies he was a freelance timber services provider for private enterprises. Britta Uhde is also
responsible for the asset management for timber investments during the term. She has six years of experience
in forest economics and international forestry. Previously, she worked as a research assistant in forest
economics projects at the Technical University of Munich in Latin America and South Africa. Investment
opportunities Investment opportunities With Aquila Sachwert-Basisfonds1 Aquila Capital offers investors
access to a balanced and diversified portfolio in sustainable international forestry. Now we can conduct
inventories in less time, at lower costs and with higher data precision.
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6: Forestry Ownership â€“ Asia Plantation Capital
Investments in timber are particularly attractive to investors looking for a low overall risk. Since institutional timber
investments were first made available in the United States at the beginning of the s, the volume invested in this asset
class has risen steadily.

Richard is married with two children and enjoys traveling, sports, music and cars. Bobby Edgerton is a
co-founder of the Capital Investment Companies and from until served as an executive officer and principal of
the companies. He enjoys reading, tennis and golf. He joined the firm in and has been in the financial services
industry since Ben is married with five children and enjoys spending time with his family. Richard Battle is
an investment advisor and broker with the Capital Investment Companies. He has been with the firm since and
in the financial services industry since Richard specializes in portfolio management and mutual funds. He is
married with three children and enjoys basketball and golf. Lucas enjoys sports, travel, and spending quality
time with friends and family. She started at Capital Investments in Another NC State Alumni to the Capital
team, Katrina began her career in the financial industry with Fidelity Investments servicing workplace plans
and uncovering hidden needs for retail accounts through those customer interactions. In her free time, she
enjoys frequenting Raleigh playgrounds and visiting family with her children. Kurt Dressler is an investment
advisor and broker with the Capital Investment Companies. Kurt specializes in portfolio management with
Capital Investment Counsel. Kurt is married with three children and enjoys hunting, fishing and motorcycling.
She was a real estate paralegal for 9 years and a title insurance marketing rep. She enjoys traveling, running,
great wine and her two Boston Terriers in her free time. Hal Eddins is a vice president, investment advisor and
broker with the Capital Investment Companies. He has been with the firm since Hal specializes in individual
equities and portfolio management. Hal has one child and enjoys motorcycles, cars and bicycles. She has been
with the firm since She is a 15 year member of the Junior League of Raleigh where she has held a variety of
community-related positions and now serves as a sustaining advisor on the leadership council. He has been
with the firm since January and has been in the financial service industry since In his free time he enjoys
traveling, watching sports and spending time with his family and friends. Burke enjoys fishing, watching
sports and spending time with family and friends. She as been with the firm since and maintains her general
securities license. In her spare time she enjoys snow skiing. She maintains her General Securities License, is
married with two kids and enjoys soccer, NC State Football games and spending time with her family. Roland
Jones has been in the financial services industry since She has been with the firm since and in the financial
services industry since She enjoys gardening and reading. Matt enjoys the outdoors and taking care of his
cows and Longleaf pines. He has been with the firm since and in the financial securities industry since He is
married with one child and enjoys fly fishing, classic cars and photography. Julie began her second tour with
the company in Julie is married with two children, and enjoys going to the beach. Alan Long is an associate
with Capital Insurance Affiliates. He is married with four daughters and five grandchildren and enjoys golf
and traveling. Con McDonald is a vice president, investment advisor and broker with the Capital Investment
Companies. He is also president of Physicians Financial Services where he advises physicians on various
financial issues. Con has been with the firm since and in the financial services industry since Con is married
with two children and enjoys sailing, boating and snow skiing. Ryan is a graduate of Lenoir-Rhyne College,
where he played baseball. He is also an avid outdoorsman. Bill Nicholson is the director of Capital Insurance
Affiliates. Bill is a Chartered Financial Consultant and specializes in business and estate planning. He is also a
member of the National Association of Philanthropic Planners. Jackie is a native of Wake County an outdoor
enthusiast. She has held numerous volunteer positions within our local schools and has been active in Wake
county civic and community affairs. In her spare time she enjoys exercise, reading, running and prospecting
real estate deals. His prior positions include financial advisor, manager, regional and managing director. Jerry
has achieved proven success for many companies throughout the southeast by growing and developing
financial service firms in their markets. Aubrey enjoys soccer, reading and the mountains. David Puckett is the
Case Management Specialist. His duties include preparing proposals, contracting, payroll, underwriting
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support and anything else needed to get cases issued. He has been in the financial services industry since He
and his wife have been married since and enjoy the outdoors, cooking and going to the lake. They have two
rescue dogs that they love to spoil. She is married with two children and enjoys reading and spending time on
the lake. Rose is an investment advisor and broker with Capital Investment Companies. He is married with
two children and enjoys golf and saltwater fishing. Tim is an alumni of Western Carolina University, and
holds several Microsoft and other network certifications. Tim enjoys working on cars and computers, and
taking care of our Capital "family". Missy Schwab is a compliance assistant with the Capital Investment
Companies and has been with the firm since She attended Peace College and Meredith College. Missy is
married with two children and enjoys reading, the beach and spending time with family and friends. She has
been with the firm since and in the Retirement Plan Administration industry since George Smith is an
investment advisor and broker with the Capital Investment Companies. He has been with the firm since and
has been in private industry since George specializes in portfolio management, asset allocation, and mutual
funds. She is married and enjoys ECU football, the beach, and spending time with her family. She joined the
firm in after relocating to Raleigh from her home state of Ohio. She has been in the financial services business
since She is married with two children and enjoys traveling and spending time with her family and friends.
Vee Vee is married with two childeren and enjoys traveling and the beach. His duties also include vetting
Limited Parternship proposals and alternative investment trading. Brenda Wilson is an accountant for Capital
Investment Companies and has been with the firm since Brenda enjoys spending time with her family,
gardening, traveling and the beach. He has been with the firm since and has been a financial analyst, as well as
provided legal, financial, and strategic planning counsel to both individual and business clients since Steven
graduated from Duke University with a B. He is also a CFA Charterholder. Steven enjoys tennis, backpacking,
reading and traveling.
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7: Sustainable forestry - a budding market :: Environmental Finance
Forestry is the means of men attempting to put a band-aid on the wounds of Mother Nature by managing forests, tree
plantations and other related natural resources, which allows a continuation in sustainable allocation of environmental
supplies and services, with minimum damages to the surroundings.

Forestry managed investment scheme interests This section explains your CGT obligations if: Subsequent
participant You are a subsequent participant if you are not an initial participant. In most cases, this means that
you bought your forestry interest from an initial participant. You are an initial participant if: If you hold your
forestry interest on revenue account, there will be no CGT implications for the purchase and sale of your
interest. If you hold your forestry interest on capital account, then the CGT treatment of your forestry interest
is discussed below. Subsequent participant in an FMIS and forestry interest held on capital account Treatment
of costs for acquiring a forestry interest in an FMIS If you are a subsequent participant in an FMIS and hold
your forestry interest on capital account, you are not able to claim a deduction for the costs of acquiring the
forestry interest. Instead, you include these costs in the cost base or reduced cost base of your forestry interest
for CGT purposes when the interest is subsequently disposed of prior to harvest or when the harvest proceeds
are received. As Julian did not purchase the interest from the forestry manager of the scheme, he is a
subsequent participant and also holds the interest on capital account as he does not trade in securities. Instead,
this amount will form part of the cost base or reduced cost base of the interest when Julian later sells the
interest or receives harvest proceeds. End of example Ongoing costs of ownership You can claim a deduction
for the ongoing costs of holding your forestry interest if the amounts would have been deductible were they
paid by an initial participant. That is, you do not include these costs in your cost base or reduced cost base.
Treatment of thinning receipts Amounts you receive for thinning are excluded from the CGT treatment of your
forestry interest. These amounts are included in your assessable income. Include this amount at A item 23
Forestry managed investment scheme income on your tax return supplementary section. These amounts are
not included in the cost base or reduced cost base of the forestry interest and Julian can claim a deduction for
these amounts. This is because Julian would have been able to deduct these amounts if he was an initial
participant. End of example Treatment of sale and harvest proceeds Amounts you receive from a CGT event
that happens to your forestry interest, for example the sale of your forestry interest or as harvest proceeds, are
capital proceeds for CGT purposes; see What are capital proceeds? Sale and harvest receipts: To work out any
capital gain or capital loss, the cost base or reduced cost base of your forestry interest increases by this
amount. Sale of a forestry interest in an FMIS.
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8: Forestry managed investment scheme interests | Australian Taxation Office
Forests also enjoy overgrown tax breaks: their owners pay no capital-gains tax for growing timber and no income tax for
selling it. Like farmland, forests allow owners to pass on wealth without.

Asia Plantation Capital works sensitively with regional neighborhoods to offer much required financial
investment, in addition to cultural and social assistance, in order to prevent logging and unlawful logging
activities. We enjoy to keep in mind that residents utilized by Asia Plantation Capital are extremely well dealt
with and supplied with significant chances to enhance their financial potential customers in manner ins which
secure and nurture the environments where they live. Developed formally in although running independently
given that the group now has plantation and farming tasks on 4 continents, with functional tasks at different
phases in Thailand, Malaysia, China, Laos, India, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Vietnam, North America
and Europe. Part of the Asia Plantation Capital Group, Asia Plantation Capital APC likewise functions as
plantation and farming supervisors and consultants to a number of Private Equity Funds that concentrate on
the forestry, farming, and renewable resource financial investment sectors. These operations vary from task
examination and plantation management, through to forestry item distribution. APC highly relates to business
obligation as not just having to do with protecting earnings for financiers and investors, however likewise
about contributing favorably to society and the environment. From the start to the end of the procedure, APC
takes particular steps when obtaining plantations, and thoroughly creates each succeeding phase to guarantee
sustainability. At each stageâ€” from preliminary plantation stock and land option, to the inoculation strategies
and end processingâ€” systems have actually undergone extensive clinical analysis and evaluation. The
business is dedicated to research study and advancement, and is continuously establishing and boosting
innovations and methods to broaden the development of the Aquilaria tree, bamboo, teak and other
agroforestry jobs in an eco-friendly way. To accomplish this, Asia Plantation Capital has actually developed a
global Board of Scientific Research Advisors, consisted of professionals in the field, and gathered from
leading universities. All Aquilaria trees are gathered through a procedure that guarantees sustainability, and
offered to the global market with CITES accreditation, to show that the crop is grown, collected and carried in
a sustainable and ethical way. The business perseveres in promoting making use of licensed wood and
accredited wood items as the very best method which to avoid logging, safeguard biodiversity and fight
poverty in the jungle areas. Asia Plantation Capital is presently working carefully with the stated farmer, to
reestablish the tree to the island in higher numbers, and to guarantee that it is grown and gathered in a
sustainable way. Staff members work 8-hour days, and take pleasure in enough pause, and in Sri Lanka for
instance , personnel and their households are offered with totally free land on which to grow their own crops.
Asia Plantation Capital likewise funds workers in the purchase of their own houses, or in the updating of their
existing lodging. A regulated system of intercropping on plantations is utilized, making sure that trees are
offered with cover and defense throughout the early years, by the crops that are grown in between them. All
surplus food crops are offered in the regional markets, offering additional earnings for plantation employees.
Asia Plantation Capital likewise actively takes part in developing the neighborhoods where it runs, by
supporting regional education with the arrangement of instructional products, and by buying cultural facilities
and other vital jobs developed to improve the lifestyle in those neighborhoods. Asia Plantation Capital APC is
the owner and operator of a varied variety of business plantation and farming companies throughout the
Asia-Pacific area and around the world, and is part of the Asia Plantation Capital Group of associated
business. Developed formally in although running independently given that the group now has plantation and
farming tasks on 4 continents, with functional jobs at numerous phases in Thailand, Malaysia, China, Laos,
India, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Vietnam, North America and Europe. Promoting making use of
licensed and sustainable wood is the very best method of avoiding logging, safeguarding biodiversity, and
fighting poverty in the tropical jungle areas. For the yacht sector a significant user of teak which pursues
quality and which is currently associated with ecological efforts, this is likewise a method of making sure that
no wood from prohibited logging is made use of.
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already-raised capital and to raise and invest an additional $ billion. Sustainable food and fiber production projects,
including forestry and agriculture, accounted for two-thirds of all private conservation investment.
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